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Harmony™ Series
There’s an old adage that says it’s not what’s on the outside, but rather what’s
on the inside that counts. Well, we here at Norix® like to buck tradition, and have
created a line of contemporary, commercial furniture that’s both impressive
internally and externally. It’s called the Harmony ™ Series.
The Norix® Harmony ™ seating series blends form and function to deliver the unique
combination of exceptional durability and a residential look for facilities that need
humanizing products for their challenging environments.

Not Just an Arm Chair
When it comes to healthcare and commercial facilities,
options are paramount. Although Harmony’s signature
piece is its arm chair, the series also features sofas
and love seats which – like the lounge chair – come
with short or full aprons, and round or square backs. In
addition, Harmony ™ offers two and three seat benches,
coffee and end tables that allow facilities to design a
harmonious look in their spaces.

Model #HA2828
Harmony 28” Square Table

Model #HA2848
Harmony 28”X48” Rectangle Table

Model #LA-1 (Square Back)
Model #LA-2 (Round Back)
Dimensions:
Overall: 31”D x 31.5”W x 32.3”H
Seat: 18”H x 23.5”W
Arm Height: 25.7”H

Armless Chair
Model #LB-1
Dimensions:
Overall: 28”D x 24”W x 32”H
Seat: 18”H x 24”W
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HARMONY SEATING

Arm Chair

High Back Chair
Model #LA-4
Dimensions:
Overall: 33.2”D x 31.5”W x 48.2”H
Seat: 18”H x 23.5”W
Arm Height: 25.7”H

Bariatric Chair
Model #LK-1
Dimensions:
Overall: 31.7”D x 38”W x 32.3”H
Seat: 18”H x 30”W
Arm Height: 25.7”H

Upholstery
In spite of that rugged interior, the Harmony ™ Series is elegant, versatile and aesthetically
pleasing. That’s due to its modern design and vastness of its upholstery options. In fact, when
choosing Harmony ™ products, facilities have hundreds of upholstery options. Select organic,
abstract or geometric patterns, all of which come in an abundance of colors. Our upholstery also
comes in a variety of performance grades so you can choose the appropriate fabric for
your facility.

CUSHIONED COMFORT

VARIETY OF OPTIONS

Generous seat width and
cushioned support provide
comfortable lounging.

Seat and back junction available
as standard fit or with an extended
clean out. Backs available in
square and round.

SECURE DURABILITY
Highly durable polyurethane arm
caps are one-piece, full length, and
securely bolted to steel frame.

ENGINEERED STRENGTH
Injection-molded nylon feet are
engineered for strength and to
protect floors.

ROBUST FRAME
Robust fully welded steel frame for
maximum strength and durability.

Model #LC-1 (Square Back)
Model #LC-2 (Round Back)
Dimensions:
Overall: 31”D x 55”W x 32.3”H
Seat: 18”H x 47”W
Arm Height: 25.7”H

Sofa
Model #LE-1 (Square Back)
Model #LE-2 (Round Back)
Dimensions:
Overall: 31”D x 78.5”W x 32.3”H
Seat: 18”H x 70.5”W
Arm Height: 25.7”H
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Love Seat

Two Seat Bench
Model #LH-7
Dimensions:
Overall: 24”D x 54.3”W x 17.8”H
Seat: 16.8”H x 47”W

Three Seat Bench
Model #LJ-7
Dimensions:
Overall: 24”D x 77.8”W x 17.8”H
Seat: 16.8”H x 70.5”W

Pick resistant
polyurethane
arm cap.

Robust fully welded
steel frame for maximum
strength and durability.

Durability
Harmony’s uniqueness begins with its
robust, fully welded steel frame which
delivers maximum strength and durability.
To boot, the furniture products feature
full length, one piece, pick resistant,
securely fixed polyurethane arm caps that
are attached with a secure steel-to-steel
connection to the frame, providing extreme
safety and protection that will ensure your
products stand up to the constant use in
your facility.

Cleanability
In addition to its extremely durable frame
and the beauty of the upholstery options,
the Harmony ™ Series is highly practical as
well. In order to help facilities keep their
product clean and protect their furniture
investment, Harmony ™ chairs come with
an optional Clean Out at the seat and back
junction. This opening allows fluids, food
and other debris to drop straight to the
floor and not into the chair’s base – a highly
useful option for facilities that see a lot
of traffic.

Clean Out at the seat and
back junction.

Series Options
•

Square or Round Backs

•

Upgradeable to TB133

•

Short or Full Seat Apron

•

Backs, Seats and Arms available

•

Clean Out or Standard Fit

•

Secure Closed Bottom

in different fabrics
•

Raven Arm Caps and Feet

Raven

*Due to differences in monitors, printers and materials, actual product colors may vary. Color chips are available
for more accurate depiction of color.

AT NORIX, WE DESIGN INNOVATIVE, ROBUST FURNITURE
THAT MEETS THE REAL-WORLD NEED FOR HUMANIZING
CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENTS.

MADE IN THE

USA

Individual attributes vary by product. See specification sheet for details
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